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Themes

• Spectrum Goals for Cyber Superiority
– Smart / Agile “Beyond” Spectrum Managementg y p g
– Spectrum Efficiency/Sharing (Multidimensional)

– Primary and Secondary Users
– Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) & Spectrum Sensing– Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) & Spectrum Sensing
– Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs)
– Physical Layer Focus

Milit C L A li ti t C i l U�> Military Cross Layer Applications to Commercial Users

• Dynamic Frequency Management
�> Graph Coloring Methods
�> Postulated Scenario – Mobile Wireless CRNs
�> Simulation/Experimental Results

• Summary and Future Considerations• Summary  and Future  Considerations
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Example Application

• Dynamic Frequency Management 
(DFM) P bl(DFM) Problem:

– Assignment of frequencies to mobile cognitive 
radio networks over the parameter of time.

– To minimize the occurrence of interference 
between networks.

– To achieve dynamic frequency management To achieve dynamic frequency management 
efficiently
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Improving a Manual Approach

• Manual Approach: 
– uses graph coloring to preplan uses graph coloring to preplan 

frequency assignments to networks.
– Interference mitigated by assigning 

conflicting networks new frequencies
Networks

g q
– New assignments done manually

• Dynamic Approach
– uses graph coloring to preplan 

frequency assignments to networks.
– Interference is mitigated with frequency 

Frequency/Color 
Assignment

reuse
– New assignments generated 

automatically 
Assignment
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Graph Coloring

• Graph G = (V,E) such that
– V is a set of vertices (networks)( )
– E is a set of edges (the potential for interference)

• The graph coloring 
problem seeks to assign a 
color to each vertex such 
that no two adjacent 
vertices have the same 
colorcolor.

• In our example, initial 
frequencies are assigned 
using a greedy sequential g g y q
coloring algorithm called 
DSATUR.
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Dynamic Graph Coloring

• Dynamic graphs evolve over time changing their 
configuration at each time step.
– Edges appear and disappear as networks move about.

• We do not recolor the whole graph at each time step.
– In our approach, networks are recolored only if they conflict pp , y y

with an adjacent network of the same color.

T=0 T=1 T=2 T=3T 0 T 1 T 2
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Dynamic Frequency Management (DFM)

• Our DFM algorithm follows a set of rules to 
mitigate interference at each time step in a mitigate interference at each time step in a 
simulation. These rules include:

– Minimize the number of frequencies requiredMinimize the number of frequencies required

– Prioritize frequency reuse to minimize reassignments

– Reassigning networks in interference to a new non-
interfering frequency 

– Uniformly distributing frequency assignments

– Predicting future network movement to better choose a 
i t f  (N M i  DFM) reassignment frequency (Non-Myopic DFM) 
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Non-Myopic DFM

• Non-Myopic DFM is an extension of our normal 
DFM algorithm that seeks to predict future network g p
movements based on previous network 
movements.
‒ By predicting what networks  will interfere in the future, we can 

avoid assigning frequencies that will cause future interference.
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Testing Setup

• DFM and Non-Myopic DFM 
were tested under the 

Simple Initialization

were tested under the 
following initialization cases:

– Simple Initialization: Creates Simple Initialization: Creates 
a graph based only on 
interference at first time step.

– Fielded Initialization: Creates 
a graph based on worst-case 
interference experienced over all 

Fielded Initialization

time steps. (We will focus on this 
case for our results section)
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DFM Video Clip
• Gray Vertices: Static Network
• Blue Vertices: Mobile Network
• Red Vertices: Network Reassigned Frequency/ColorRed Vertices: Network Reassigned Frequency/Color
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Test Scenario

• Example settings for an experiment

Number of Networks 400
Boundary 200x200km
Time Steps (hours) 40
Transmit Power 43dBm
Maximum Movement 5km
Probability of Movement 100%
Maximum Deviation ±30°Maximum Deviation ±30°
Probability of Deviation 0-10%
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Results (400 Network Case)

• Manual Reassignment refers to a scenario where conflicting 
networks are assigned a unique frequency independent of all 
other networks.
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Experimental Results

Approach Frequencies* Reassignments
DFM (Fielded) 46 38 215 16DFM (Fielded) 46.38 215.16
Non-Myopic DFM (Fielded) 52.30 163.28
Manual 221.46 174.94

• The Non-Myopic case can predict network 

*At Pd= 10%, 50 averaged runs

y p p
locations over the next 3 steps. It reduces 
reassignments by 25% over normal DFM.

• Non-Myopic case outperforms special manual 
case in both frequency and reassignments.
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Performance

• DFM algorithm is efficient due to the fact that it is 
rule-based  rule based. 

• Most of the simulation time is spent calculating 
interference interactions between networks
– This was optimized later using MATLAB GPU accelerated 

operations
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Conclusions on DFM

• DFM provides a means to allow cognitive radio 
networks to coexist in the presence of networks to coexist in the presence of 
interference with automatic frequency reuse.

– A rule-based algorithm is efficient in a time-variant 
system.

– Code optimizations and use of GPUs support a real-time 
implementation is possible.

– Non-Myopic operation increases the capability of DFM 
further by predicting future network movements. 
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Summary/Additional Considerations

• We have demonstrated the efficacy of DFM as a 
potential DSA solution and derived from a multi-potential DSA solution and derived from a multi-
dimensional signal space concept.

• Extensions to DFM:
– We can also consider other physical network dimensions in 

addition to time, frequency, and distance.
• Antenna Directionalityy
• Power Control 
• Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio

• Considerations for uncooperative users must be • Considerations for uncooperative users must be 
taken into effect (network security, opportunistic). 
– Primary Users 
– Jammers
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A Realistic System

• Cognitive networks could be organized in a g g
centralized, distributed, or hybrid system.

Cognitive radios need to sense location and interference – Cognitive radios need to sense location and interference 
to cooperatively map their environment.

– Information from all radios can be fused to calculate a 
strategy to allocate physical spectrum resources. 
(frequencies, power, beam direction, bandwidth, etc.).

– Cognitive radio network security.
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